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View prices with this Lakeland model, you can create your own plain yogurt or Greek yogurt, or even soft cheese. This gives you a lot of freedom when it comes to experimenting to get the end result perfect for your taste. The temperature range of 25-65 degrees Celsius and 1-99 hours will allow you to adapt the
consistency and also help if you use alternative ingredients such as adding honey or using oat milk. Because you can adapt the temperature, it's the perfect machine for making kefir. Many others have only one or two temperature options that are too hot to make this fermented beverage. This makes Lakeland Multi
Yoghurt one of the best kefir machines. Just set it to 25 degrees and you're good to go. There is a nice handy recipe book included, so if this is your first time in fresh yogurt making, you have the perfect amount of guide. The recipe for cream cheese will appeal if you sometimes want something salty too. It's also one of
the few that will allow you to make plenty of yogurt, as opposed to small individual pots, which is terrific if you use it for further cooking or want to dollop on the granola/in your puree every morning, but the pot is still well suited in the fridge. Capacity: 1.8L container, 1.6L container Dimensions: 26.4 x 21 x 17.4 cm
Temperature range: 25-65 C Easy to use adaptive temperature range Price Watch out temperature and do not rely on the machine, as it can sometimes be hotter than it says one of the best yogurt manufacturers around, both to experiment further and make it easier than ever to make homemade dairy products View
Prices If you still want to keep individual pots to control portions, but need them to be on the bigger side, this machine can provide you with 1600ml storage divided into four large pots. The 24-hour digital timer keeps you in check and lets you heat the yogurt for as long as you need. You can also choose between three
temperature settings for incubation, either 36, 38 or 40 degrees Celsius, which doesn't sound like much, but can actually fine-tune the flavor. It can also make the Greek or French yogurt set much easier to make. Automatic shutdown will help you if you probably lose track of time and leave yogurt there longer than you
wanted, since it will turn off and stop cooking until you save it. You can purchase an extra jar, or pack 4 x 300ml jars if you feel you would like to have another set too. They are easy to clean afterwards like a water bath if you destroy it when it cools. Price looks on paper, but the quality and assembly is much higher than
those half the cost. Even the jars excel, with a handy date wheel on the lid to ensure that the yogurt is not stored longer than it should be. Capacity: 4 x 400ml Dimensions: 25cm x 15cm Temperature range: 36, 38 or or or or Jars are a brilliant Three Temperatures choice nice and the compact shape of the Date Wheel
can be difficult to transform one of the expensive options, but wins rave reviews for quality and so many other reviewers say they couldn't live without it View Prices Capable of making seven pots of fresh yogurt in less than eight hours, this model is perfect if you're a Lakeland fan but want separate portions, as opposed to
one big batch. Just heat up the milk, and stir in 100ml plain yogurt or snacks and leave the machine to work its magic. If you use whole milk, it will be done in eight hours. It can then be kept in the fridge in pots for up to four days, there when you need it. Once you get the hang of it, it's easy enough to start experimenting
with other flavors and content, and you might even try something different in each pot if you don't like to eat the same thing day in and day out. There is more cleaning involved than with a single container model, and it also didn't seem as reliable with temperature management. The average pot sometimes doesn't get hot
enough, but warming up the device can help. For some of you, it will still be a much more logical approach to yogurt making. Capacity: 7 x 180ml Pots Sizes: 27.5 x 24 x 15 cm Temperature Range: 42 C Clear controls The Good Assemblage of Jars is not a dishwasher safe strong, quality product and finishes work in the
big time. The good thing is that you don't have to use all seven cans at once, Price Viewing Is definitely one of the more out there when it comes to the looks that we love. And it's still easy to make your own fresh yogurt as you like it. In most cases, yogurt can be made in about 8-12 hours, but this model gives you the
freedom to set a timer somewhere between 1-24 hours. This will allow thicker consistency, more opportunities to use milk such as oats or soy, and give it that little extra time if necessary, and will also allow you to do it as long as possible if you want to ferment it. You get eight 125 ml pots, one more than other machines,
but they are also smaller than other machines. This can be a great idea for those who use yogurt as more an addition to cooking or breakfasts (in curry/on top of muesli) as opposed to the main part of the meal. It also gives you a total of 1L of yogurt if you want to pop it all together. The pots are ceramic, so they are good
and strong and stay cool if stored in the fridge, and they come with lids to keep the contents safe. Goods can be stored in the fridge for up to 4 days if airtight, and pots and lids are safe. The machine is lightweight so easy to move around the kitchen, and the power cable completely comes out of the back of the device, so
it doesn't get away on the way when you go to store it. Capacity: 8 x 125ml 125ml Dimensions: 17 x 26 x 24 cm Temperature Range: 40 Degrees Celsius A Lot of Pots Easy to Clear the Timer Just Beeps at the End, No Automatic Shutdown You Get a Lot of Freedom, and overall it's easy to tune in and get going to
browse prices you yogurt and home cook fanatic. You have two of each dish, pan and mold, so when one rests, you can whip up the next without washing dishes. It could be a yogurt maker for you then. Although it can only hold one set of seven cans at any given time, you get fourteen with the purchase, so you have
enough to go again once the first ones are made. Yogurt can be ready in between six to twelve hours, and there's a rotating countdown clock to remind you of how many hours have passed, which is different from other digital controls and terrific for those who like a more retro approach. Capacity: 14 x 150ml Dimensions:
22.7 x 23.3 x 11.2 cm Temperature range: 42C Straight use a set of cans included Plastic assemblies - easily damaged and looks cheap but will appeal to those who like to have rolling stock in the fridge and on-the-go Viewing Prices a good starter kit with everything included if you have no idea what you'll have to do to
get the perfect yogurt. With the package, there is one sachet of Greek style, and one of Strawberry Yogurt Mix, which you can safely say are two of the most popular. You will also get a 1kg yogurt maker and 1 kg of Jar, which will make about one liter of yogurt. It's by far the smallest in terms of footprint, so great if you
don't have a lot of space or just want something that you can bring out every so often for a fun weekend of cooking with the kids. That's not to say it's not suitable for those who will use it every day though - it's strong and able to withstand frequent use. The price is on the underside and you don't use electricity to make
yogurt, which also saves on bills and your eco footprint. The reason it is at the bottom of our list is that you should use EasiYo sachets to make yogurt, as opposed to plain yogurt or milk such as coconut or soy. This makes them irrelevant for those who need a smearless alternative or who already have their favorite way
to make yogurt. Capacity: 1L Dimensions: 28.6 x 20 x 16.8 cm Temperature Range: N/A Easy to use small and compact still makes a lot of electric free-to-use sachets that may be unsuitable for some more restrictive than other models, but if you're happy to use sachets and want the easiest approach to yogurt making,
it's a great introduction to Lee Taste better than homemade? Make your own delicious yogurt in just 8 hours. Lakeland's Multi Yoghurt and Soft Cheese Maker will make plain or Greek yogurt and soft cheese. Easy to use - just follow the instructions and recipes on offer. Compact Compact Simple storage. Includes - 1.8
and 1.6 litre containers, strainer, recipes and instructions. Buy this product from Lakeland and you can return it for up to 3 years. Proof of purchase is necessary. Full description is not availableShow More We are currently experiencing a large amount of spam and increased the sensitivity of our spam filters. This may
mean that genuine messages can be caught. If you think this happened to one of your posts, please email the Forum team by email protected as always, we are very grateful for your patience while we get this sorted - which we will do as soon as possible. Hello guys BM on. Washing on the line. Soup mixed for lunch. -
still so good: rolleyes: Inherited Lakeland Yogurt Maker - but it came without instructions. Eat masses of stuff, so I like to do it at home - no gums, emulsifiers and sneaky sugar. Can anyone help with the basics? Memorygirl Goals - by June 11, 2009 - My Big 4-0 Mortgage of 70K/Got 126 2 Years Salary 12K/Got 00
O/Pay Mortgage Every Month 12/0 Weight Target 10st 7lbs / Currently 12st 10lbs. Furniture house on 1K / Spent 100 basic money (en) Who are you and where are you? Work and Benefits Households and Travel Shopping and Free FreeBie About MSE Arms MoneySavers Covid-19 - Coronavirus Support
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